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We investigated
how the primate visual system solves the
difficult problem of representing
multiple motion vectors in
the same part of the visual space-the
problem of motion
transparency.
In the preceding
companion
article we reported that displays with locally well-balanced
motion signals in opposite directions
are perceptually
nontransparent
(i.e., one does not see two coherent
moving surfaces)
and
that transparent
displays always contain locally unbalanced
motion signals. This is exemplified
by our paired and unpaired dot patterns. Although
both types of stimuli contain
two sets of dots moving in opposite
directions,
the former
is locally well balanced
and appears
like flicker while the
latter gives a perception
of two transparent
surfaces. In this
article we report our physiological
recordings
from areas Vl
and MT of behaving
monkeys,
comparing
single-cell
responses
to the paired and the unpaired
dot patterns.
Although a small proportion
of directionally
selective Vl cells
responded
differently
to the two types of patterns, the average Vl responses
could not reliably distinguish
between
the paired and the unpaired
stimuli. A large fraction of MT
cells, on the other hand, responded
significantly
better to
the unpaired
dot patterns than to the paired ones. Furthermore, the average response
of all MT cells to the unpaired
dot patterns was significantly
higher than that to the paired
dot patterns.
These results demonstrate
a neural correlate of the perceptual transparency
at the level of MT. On the other hand,
Vl cells do not generally
discriminate
between
the transparent and nontransparent
stimuli, indicating that Vl activity
is not well correlated
with the perception
of motion transparency. Our results are consistent
with a two-stage
model
for motion processing:
the first stage measures local motion
and the second stage introduces
suppression
if different
directions
of motion are present at a local region of the visual
field. The first stage is located primarily in Vl and the second
stage primarily in MT. Finally, we found a strong and negative
correlation
between
the degree of the opponent-direction
suppression
of MT cells and their responses
to flicker noise
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stimuli. This result suggests
that one of the fundamental
roles of the opponent-direction
suppression
in MT is noise
reduction.
[Key words: motion transparency,
behaving monkeyphysiology, area MT, area Vl, opponent-direction
suppression,
directional
selectivity]

Our visual system can representmore than one motion in the
samepart of visual space.For example, when looking at a display composedof two independent setsof random dots moving
in opposite directions in the samepart of a video monitor, we
usually seetwo transparentsurfacesmoving continuously across
each other. This phenomenonis an example of transparent motion perception. Examples of motion transparency that occur
frequently in the real world are partial occlusionsor semitransparent surfacesin a scenewith moving objects.
In the preceding companion article, we studied a seriesof
visual patterns, which all had two components moving in opposite directions, in order to determine the conditions under
which transparent motion perception occurs(Qian et al., 1994a).
We found that displays with locally well-balanced motion signals in opposite directions are perceptually nontransparentand
that transparentdisplaysalways contain locally unbalancedmotion signalsin different directions. The best examples are the
paired and the unpaired random dot patterns we generated.A
paired dot pattern is composedof many randomly located pairs
of dots. The two dots in each pair move acrosseach other in
opposite directions over a short distance and then jump to a
new random location to repeat the process.In the corresponding
unpaired dot pattern, the dots moving in opposite directions
are simply unpaired and positioned independently. The two
types of displays are identical in all aspectsexcept that there is
pairing in one type but not in the other. While the unpaired dot
patterns give the percept of two transparent surfacesmoving
acrosseachother, the paired dot patterns do not and look rather
like flicker. We explained theseresultsby proposingan opponent
or suppressionstagein the motion pathway at which motion
signalsfrom different directions of motion locally inhibit each
other (Qian et al., 1994a; seealso following companion article,
Qian et al., 1994b). For the paired dot patterns there are precisely two opposite motion vectors at a given location so they
strongly canceleachother at the suppressionstage.On the other
hand, the unpaired dot patterns contain locally unbalancedmotion signalsin opposite directions due to the local dot density
fluctuations and cancellation at the suppressionstage would
consequently be much weaker. For example, in a small area
there might be two dots moving to the left and only one to the
right. Different smallareasof the display can contain net motion
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signals in one of the two opposing directions. These spatially
mixed net motion signals in both directions could later be integrated separately to form two overlapping transparent surfaces.
In this article, we report our physiological investigation of the
proposed suppression stage. A previous study from our laboratory (Snowden et al., 199 1) indicates that MT cells show strong
inhibition between different directions of motion. MT is therefore a good candidate for the suppression stage we proposed. In
the present study, we tested this hypothesis directly through
single-unit recordings from area MT of behaving monkeys, using
the paired and the unpaired dot patterns. We also report results
from V 1 recordings using the same set of stimuli for comparison.
The second issue we addressed in this study is why there
should be a suppression stage in the motion pathway in the first
place, since it is certainly not just for making the locally wellbalanced patterns, such as the paired dot patterns, appear nontransparent. We propose that an important functional role of
the directional suppression in MT is to reduce response to motion noise. An example of motion noise is flicker stimuli, which
radiates motion energy in all directions. We tested this hypothesis by recording Vl and MT cells’ responses to noise patterns
made of flickering random dots.
Part of the results has been presented previously in abstract
forms (Qian et al., 1991, 1992).

Materials

and Methods

Preparation of animals. Most data reported in this article were obtained
from two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Two additional male
rhesus monkeys were also used in a few recording sessions. Details of
the training and experimental procedures have been published previously (Snowden et al., 199 1). Briefly, the animals were trained to fixate
for several seconds in a dimming-detection
reaction-time task. The
animals’ heads were fixed throughout the experiments and their eye
positions were monitored during the fixation period by the magnetic
search coil technique (Robinson, 1963). The standard deviations of the
horizontal and vertical eye positions on the successful trials for the first
monkey were 3.5 min and 4.9 min, respectively. Those for the second
monkey were 3.8 min and 4.0 min, respectively. The recording chamber
was placed over area Vl such that area MT was accessed with deep
penetrations through Vl.
Stimuli. We developed an integrated software package for our physiological experiments. All displays (motion stimuli, a fixation point, and
a bar for mapping receptive fields) were generated on a AST 386 PC
with a Number Nine SGT graphics board installed. The vertical refresh
rate of the board was 60 Hz noninterlaced. The output of the board was
sent to two video monitors simultaneously, one (Monitronix) in front
of the monkey in a closed and dimly lit experiment room, and the other
outside in the control area for the experimenters. The Monitronix monitor was calibrated with an EC&G Gammer Scientific photometer (model 450- 1) with capacitors added across the output resistors in order to
integrate over the monitor’s refresh period to obtain time-averaged
readings. The fixation point, the bar for receptive field mapping, and
the visual stimuli were all under the control of a Microsoft mouse and
could be moved to any location on the monitor screen. Using various
mouse and keyboard combinations, we could also change the sizes of
the fixation point and of the stimuli, and modify the width, height, and
orientation of the bar. In most of our experiments, the monitor was 57
cm away from the monkeys’ eyes. At this distance, each pixel extends
a visual angle of 0.056”.
All stimuli used for MT recordings covered a round area of 3” in
radius, and each lasted for 1 sec. The dots in the stimuli had a lifetime
of 7 frames (117 msec) before being replotted. In order to measure the
directional tuning of cells, we generated a set of eight stimuli; each
consisted of 100 randomly located dots moving in one of the eight
directions. These eight directions define four axes of motion: one vertical, one horizontal, and two at 45” oblique angles. We then generated
four paired and four unpaired dot patterns along the same axes of
motion. There were 200 dots in each of these patterns, with 100 of them

moving in one direction, and the other 100 moving in the opposite
direction. A paired dot pattern contained 100 pairs of dots. The two
dots in each pair started at a separation of 7 pixels (0.4”). They moved
toward and across each other, and were replotted when the separation
was again 7 pixels. The replotting of the dot pairs was asynchronized
with respect to each other. The unpaired dot patterns were identical to
the paired ones except that the two dots in each pair were positioned
independently and randomly. All dots moved at a speed of 1 pixel/
frame or 3.36Ysec. We also generated two flicker noise patterns, one
derived from the paired dot patterns and the other from the unpaired
dot patterns. They were identical to the moving patterns in all aspects
except none of the dots moved from frame to frame. Each dot simply
stayed in a fixed random location during its lifetime (7 frames or 117
msec) and then was replotted at a new random location.
The above set of stimuli (the standard set) was also used in most of
our V 1 recordings. However, since V 1 cells have much smaller receptive
field sizes than MT cells we also generated a set of control patterns with
radius equal to 1.5” and the rest of the parameters identical to those of
the standard set. The dot density of the control patterns is thus four
times as high as in the standard patterns. The detailed discussion of the
issues related to spatial scale difference between Vl and MT will be
presented in the text.
During data collection, two stimuli were presented one after another
in a single trial, with a blank interval between them. We arranged the
above mentioned 18 stimuli (eight stimuli with single sets of moving
dots, four paired dot patterns, four unpaired patterns, one paired flicker,
and one unpaired flicker) into nine classes, with two stimuli in each
class. For the stimuli with single sets of moving dots, the two displays
with dots moving in the opposite directions form a class. For the paired
and the unpaired dot patterns, the two (one from each type) with the
same axis of motion were put in one class. The paired and the unpaired
flicker noise patterns constitute the final class. These nine classes formed
a single block during recording and were presented in a pseudorandom
order. While this arrangement of two stimuli into one trial significantly
increased the speed of data collection, it also introduced a potential
bias: the paired patterns always came before the unpaired ones in each
trial. As a control, we also arranged the 18 stimuli into a different block
of nine classes. The second block was identical to the first one except
the order of the paired and the unpaired patterns in each class was
switched. We used each one of the two blocks on approximately half
of the cells recorded. Some other control stimuli were also generated
and they will be mentioned in the text.
Recording procedure. The experiment was controlled by a PDP-11
computer, which monitored the monkey’s behavior (eye position, pulling and releasing of the key), sent signals to the PC for displaying the
fixation point and the stimuli, collected data, and gave juice reward to
the monkey. Early MT recordings were made with glass-coated platinum-iridium
electrodes. We later switched to tungsten electrodes with
guide tubes. All Vl recordings were performed with the glass-coated
platinum-iridium
electrodes. After a cell was isolated, we first attempted
to map its receptive field with mouse-controlled bars of different sizes,
orientations, and speeds while the monkey performed the fixation task.
For a small proportion of cells that could not be well driven by the bar
stimuli, a mouse-controlled small random dot pattern with adjustable
size was used instead. After the receptive field border was approximately
determined, the stimuli were positioned in its center. Then, a series of
blocks of trials were presented until all experiments were completed or
until the cell was lost. For the Vl cells we recorded, the receptive field
diameters were normally below 0.5”, considerably smaller than our stimuli. Most MT cells we isolated, on the other hand, had receptive field
sizes ranging from 6” to lo”, and the stimuli were inside the classical
receptive fields (Allman et al., 1985).
Data collection andanalysis. The data were collected from the periods
when the monkeys were fixating and various displays were shown in
the cells’ receptive fields. The time intervals between successive spikes
were recorded. In each trial, the collection started after the monkeys
established fixation; 500 msec later, a 1 set stimulus appeared, followed
by a blank interval of 1.1 set, and then another 1 set stimulus. During
data collection, a spike raster was displayed after the completion of each
trial and the corresponding histogram was updated. The data were saved
in a file after each block of trials for off-line analysis on a Macintosh
computer. The first 200 msec of the responses to stimuli was excluded
from quantitative analysis to avoid the bias of the transient effects. In
most blocks there is also a class of trials in which no stimulus was
shown. The activities of the cells during these “fixation-alone”
trials
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An MT cell with significantlystrongerresponse
to the unpaireddot patternthanto thepaireddot pattern.a, Responses
to single
setsof randomdots movingin its preferredand the antipreferreddirections.b, Responses
to thepairedandthe unpaireddot patternswith
one set of dots moving in the preferreddirectionand the other the
antipreferreddirection.The raster at the top of eachdiagramrepresents
the spikerecordsfrom severalrepeatedtrials. EachsmaIZdot in the
rasterrepresents
the occurrenceof a spike.The response
histograms
compiledfrom therastersareshownat the bottomof thediagrams.
The
arrows belowthe rastersindicatethe directionsof motion.Eachsmall
division in the horizontalaxis represent10 msec.The 1 set periods
duringwhichthe stimuliwerepresented
aremarkedby the thick black
lines underthe histograms.
One smallvertical division represents
4.0
spikes/set.

antipreferred

preferred

paired

unpaired

Figure 2. An MT cell with equalresponses
to the paired and the
unpaireddot pattern.SeeFigure1for details.Onesmallverticaldivision
represents
8.2 spikes/set.

paired dot patterns are much better balancedand therefore cancel each other more completely.
We indeed found many MT cells that behaved as predicted.
An example is shown in Figure 1. Figure la showsthe cell’s
responsesto singlesetsof dots moving in its preferred and the
antipreferred directions, respectively. It is evident that the cell
is highly directionally selective, which is typical for MT cells.
Figure lb showsthe cell’s responsesto the paired and the unpaired dot patterns. Both responsesare weaker than the prewereusedto calculatetheir spontaneous
ratesof firing. For a small
ferred direction responseand the responseto the paired dot
numberof cellsfrom whichwedid not collectdatawith fixation point
pattern is significantly weaker than that to the corresponding
alone,we usedthe activitiesin the last 0.5 set of the blank interval
betweenthe two stimuli in all trials to calculatethe backgroundrate.
unpaired dot patterns. We also found many cells that did not
The cellswerefirst screened
basedon their reliability to fire abovethe
show significant differencesin their responsesto the paired and
spontaneous
ratein at leastonedirectionof motion.A two-tailedt test
the unpaired dot patterns. An example is shown in Figure 2.
with a significance
level of 5%wasusedin the screening
process.For
cellsthat passed
thistest,the directionwith the highestfiring rateswas Finally, there is a very small fraction of cells that showed the
consideredas their preferreddirection of motion, and the opposite opposite behavior from what we predicted; that is, their redirectionthe antipreferreddirection.They werethen testedfor their
sponsesto the paired dot patterns are largerthan to the unpaired
directionalityby comparingtheir firing ratesalongthe preferredand
theantipreferreddirections.Again,atwo-tailedt testwith a significance dot patterns. Figure 3 gives an example. We will later discuss
levelof 5%wasused.Only thedirectionallyselectivecellswereincluded the differences among these three categoriesof cells in more
detail.
in our analysis.
To seeif the overall behavior of MT cellsis consistentwith
our predictions, we recorded a total of 91 MT cells and the
Results
population resultsare summarized in Figure 4. To characterize
MT responses
to paired and unpaired dot patterns
the cellsquantitatively, we compute two suppressionindicesfor
We first report MT responsesto the paired and the unpaired
each cell, one for the paired dot pattern and the other for the
dot patterns. Previous physiological studiesfrom our laboratory
unpaired dot pattern along the preferred-antipreferred axis of
indicate that MT cells show strong suppressionwhen different
motion. They are defined as
directions of motion are present simultaneously (Snowden et
paired response
al., 1991). On the other hand, Vl cells generally are not as
SIP = 1 (1)
preferred
response’
suppressedunder theseconditions. MT is therefore likely to be
the suppressionstagethat could distinguish the paired and the
unpaired response
au, = 1 unpaired dot patterns by measuringthe amount of locally unpreferred response’
balancedmotion signalsin these displays (Qian et al., 1994a).
If this is true, then two predictions can be made. First, MT cells’
The background firing rate was subtracted from all responses
before calculation. These indices represent the percent reducresponses
to both the paired and the unpaired dot patterns (with
one set of dots moving in their preferred directions and the
tions of a cell’s responsesto the paired and the unpaired dot
patterns, respectively, in comparisonwith its preferred direction
other in their antipreferred directions) should be reduced in
response.They therefore measurethe degreesof suppression
comparisonwith the responsesto singlesetsof dots moving in
their preferred directions alone.This is simply becausethe presbetween preferred and antipreferred directions of motion. An
index near zero indicatesno suppression,a largevalue indicates
ence of the setsof dots in the antipreferred directions should
always generatea certain amount of suppression.Second, and
strong suppression,and a negative value meansthat enhancemore importantly, the amount of suppressionshouldbe stronger
ment instead of suppressionhas occurred.
Figure 4 plots, for each cell, the unpaired suppressionindex
(i.e., the responsesmaller) for the paired dot patterns than for
SI,, againstthe paired suppressionindex SI,. First note that the
the unpaired ones,becausethe opposing motion signalsin the
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Figure 3. An MT cellwith significantlystrongerresponse
to thepaired

dot patternthan to the unpaireddot pattern.SeeFigure 1 for details.
One smallverticaldivision represents
11.3spikes/set.
suppressionindices for almost all MT cells, whether measured
with the paired or the unpaired dot patterns, are positive. This
can be seen by projecting the dots in Figure 4 along either
coordinate axis. The result agreeswith our previous finding that
MT cells show significant suppressionamong different directions (Snowdenet al., 1991).
We next examine how cellsrespondeddifferently to the transparent and the nontransparent patterns. Cells with similar responses(thus equal degreesof suppression)to the paired and
the unpaired dot patterns lie near the diagonal line. Thesecells
cannot distinguish the transparent patterns from the nontransparent ones. Those falling well below the diagonal line show
stronger suppression(or lessresponses)for the paired dot patterns than for the unpaired ones. Finally, cells well above the
diagonal line have the opposite behavior: they show stronger
suppressionfor the unpaired dot patterns than for the paired
ones.There are significantly more cells below the diagonal line
than above in Figure 4 (Wilcoxon signed-ranktest, p = 0.000 l),
consistentwith our prediction.
We next considereachcell individually. We performed a twotailed t test for each cell to see if its mean responseto the
unpaired dot pattern over repeatedtrials is significantly different
from that to the paired dot pattern. The cells that did show
significant difference between the two patterns are plotted as
solid dots while those did not as open dots in Figure 4. We
found that 40% of cells respondedsignificantly stronger to the
unpaired dot patterns than to the paired dot patterns, while only
10% displayed the opposite behavior. The remaining 50% did
not show significant differencesbetween the two types of displays. We will give an explanation for the behavior of the cells
in the last category later. It is also worth pointing out that we
classifiedcells into the above three categoriesonly for the convenience of presentation. The population of MT cells forms a
continuum instead of discrete classes.
One possiblecauseof the difference betweena cell’s response
to the paired and the unpaired dot patterns is that there might
be some “hot spots” in the cell’s receptive field, so that one
pattern might happen to contain somedots moving acrossthese
spots while the other missesthem. This is, however, unlikely
becausethere are 100dots moving in eachof the two directions,
and MT cellsare generally saturated when there are just 5 dots
in their receptive fields (Snowdenet al., 1991). Also, during the
1 set display period of a stimulus, eachdot was replotted more
than eight times to a new random location within the receptive

-0.5

-0.5

0

Suppression

0.5

1

1.5

Index (Paired)

Figure 4. Thesuppression
index for the paired dot pattern of each MT

cellis plottedagainstits suppression
indexfor theunpaireddot pattern.
The cells with significantly different responses to the two types of patterns based on a two-tailed t test are shown as solid circles. The restare
shownasopencircles.

field (seeMaterials and Methods). This makesthe dot distribution much more uniform. Furthermore, this possibility would
generateabout equal numbers of cells with the predicted and
the opposite behavior and therefore could not explain the bias
toward the weaker suppression(stronger responses)for the unpaired dot patterns in Figure 4. We neverthelessdid a control
to rule out this possibility. Along each axis of motion, we generated independently four more paired and four more unpaired
dot patterns using the samesetsof parameters.All of the five
paired (or the unpaired) dot patterns were statistically and perceptually identical, but the exact spatial and temporal locations
of dots in thesepatterns were different becauseof the random
nature of dot generation. We tested cells’ responseson all of
these paired and the unpaired dot patterns to see if there is
consistencyin their responses.An example of a cell tested this
way is shownin Figure 5. In Figure 5, a showsthe cell’spreferred
and antipreferred responses,and !+f show that its responsesto
the five setsof independently generatedpaired and the unpaired
dot patterns. This cell responded better to the unpaired dot
patterns than the paired onesin all cases.For eight cellstested
this way, seven showed consistent responsesto all five setsof
patterns. Only one cell had a little variation: its responsesto
the paired and the unpaired dot patterns were different for one
set of patterns, but identical for the remaining four sets.
Another concern is that during the lifetime (7 frames) of a
dot in a paired dot pattern, there is one frame in which the two
dots in a pair overlap. The overlapping in the unpaired dot
patterns, on the other hand, occurs only by chance and thus
much lessfrequently. We did not double the luminance when
two dots overlapped. We performed a control with a new type
ofpaired dot patterns, in which an offset of 1pixel perpendicular
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preferred

antipreferred

unpaired

paired

unpaired

paired

unpaired

paired

!-

unpaired

paired

unpaired

paired

Figure 5. An MT cell tested for consistency on five sets of independently generated paired and unpaired dot patterns. a, Responses to single sets
of random dots moving in its preferred and the antipreferred directions. b-J Responses to five sets of independently generated paired and unpaired
dot patterns with one set of dots moving in the preferred direction and the other the antipreferred direction. One small vertical division represents
7.7 spikes/set.
to the axis of motion was introduced between the two dots in
each pair. Our previous psychophysical observations indicate
that the paired dot patterns with 1 pixel vertical offset are perceptually similar to the standard paired dot patterns, and that
both are much lesstransparent than the unpaired dot patterns
(seeQian et al., 1993a, Fig. 3). A cell tested this way is shown
in Figure 6. It respondedbetter to the unpaired dot pattern than
to the paired one with offset. Among 21 MT cells tested, 12
responded significantly stronger to the unpaired dot patterns
while only one cell respondedbetter to the paired dot patterns.
The rest did not show a significant difference. Theseresultsare
consistentwith those reported above using the paired dot patterns without offset.
MT responsesto noisepatterns
We have shownabove that MT cellsexhibited suppressionbetween opposite directions of motion and 40% of them showed
stronger suppressionfor the paired dot patterns than for the
unpaired ones.These resultsare consistentwith our prediction
that there is an opponent or suppressionstagein the motion
pathway at which motion signalsfrom different directions of
motion locally inhibit each other, and that cells in this stage
could distinguish the perceptually transparent patterns from the
nontransparent onesby measuringthe locally unbalancedmotion signalsin different directions. A natural question to ask is
why there should be an opponent stagein the motion pathway
in the first place, sinceit is certainly not just for making locally

balanced stimuli (suchas the paired dot patterns) nontransparent. One possibility is that suppressionmay help to enhancethe
directional selectivity of neurons(Reichardt, 1961; Barlow and
Levick, 1965). For example, subtractive suppressionbetween
two units tuned to opposite directions of motion can remove
the motion-independent portion of the responsesand therefore
increasecells’ degreesof directional selectivity. To test this hy-

MT Cell
b

a

preferred

antipreferred

unpaired

paired

Figure6. An MT cell testedon the paireddot patternswith 1 pixel
vertical offsetbetweenthe two dotsin eachpair. a, Responses
to single
setsof randomdots movingin its preferredand the antipreferreddirections.b, Responses
to thepairedandtheunpaireddot patternswith
one set of dots moving in the preferreddirectionand the other the
antipreferred
direction.Onesmallverticaldivisionrepresents
12.4spikes/
sec.
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7. The suppression
indicesof MT cells, measuredwith the
paireddot patterns,plottedagainsttheir directionalindices.

Figure

pothesis, we plot the directional index of each cell against its
suppressionindex measuredwith the paired dot patterns in
Figure 7. The directional index is defined asone minusthe ratio
of a cell’santipreferred responseto its preferred response(again,
the spontaneousrate was subtracted before calculation):
DZ=l-

antipreferred response
preferred response ’

A large index value meansthat the cell is highly directionally
selective.There is indeed a positive correlation betweenthe two
indices (Spearman rank correlation p = 0.51, p = 0.0001). A
weaker correlation exists when the unpaired suppressionindex
is used (Spearmanrank correlation p = 0.26, p = 0.015). That
the correlation is stronger under the paired condition reflects
the fact that the paired dot patterns are better probesfor cells’
local suppressivemechanisms.
Another, and perhapsmore important, functional role of directional suppressioncould be motion noisereduction. The spatially and temporally uncorrelated component in a stimulus is

noise to the motion system. Any changesin stimulus light intensity distribution that are not generatedby coherent motion
contribute to suchnoise.For example, motion noiseis generated
when the light in a room is turned on or off. Another example
would be suddenappearanceor disappearanceof an object or
part of an object, which emits or reflects light. This situation is
quite common in a natural environment, such as forest, where
there are many small objects (leaves, branches, etc.) with different light reflectancesand spatial orientations. When these
objects undergo coherent motion (e.g., under the influence of
wind), they alsogenerateflicker noisedue to the random changes
of their orientations, and random occurrenceof occlusionsand
the removals of occlusions.Such spatially and temporally uncorrelated noisehasa relatively uniform spatiotemporalFourier
spectrumand, from the point of view of motion energydetectors
(Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Watson and Ahumada, 1985) it
contains equal amounts of “motion” signalsin all directions.
By introducing suppressionamong detectors tuned to different
directions of motion, the responsesof thesedetectors to noise
can be greatly reduced.
We tested this hypothesis by recording from MT cells using
noise patterns made of flickering random dots. We used two
types of noisepatterns, one derived from the paired dot patterns
and the other from the unpaired dot patterns. They were identical to the moving patterns in all aspectsexcept that none of
the dots moved from frame to frame. Each dot stayed in a fixed
random location during its lifetime (7 framesor 117 msec)and
then was replotted at a new location. If the directional suppressionobservedin MT is important for noisereduction, then
cellswith stronger suppressionshould respondlessto the noise
patterns. An example of an MT cell’s responsesto the noise
patterns is shown in Figure 8, together with its preferred, antipreferred, paired, and unpaired responses.The responsesto
both the paired and the unpaired dot patterns are much weaker
than its preferred direction response,indicating very strong directional inhibition for this cell. Its noise responsesare also
quite small, as expected.
To quantify the population result we introduce two noise
indices for each cell, one for the paired noise and the other for
the unpaired noise. They are the noise responsesexpressedas
percentagesof the preferred direction response:

MT Cell
a

b

antipreferred

preferred

C

paired

unpaired

paired noise

unpaired

noise

Figure 8. Noiseresponse
of an MT cell. a, Responses to single sets of random dots moving in its preferred and the antipreferred directions. b,
Responses to the paired and the unpaired dot patterns with one set of dots moving in the preferred direction and the other the antipreferred
direction. c, Responses to the paired and the unpaired noise patterns of flickering dots. One small vertical division represents 7.8 spikes/set.
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Figure 9. Noise index versus suppression index for MT cells. a, The
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ger under the paired condition, reflecting the fact that the paired
dot patterns are better probes for the cells’ local suppressive
mechanisms.It is alsoworth pointing out that thesecorrelations
are stronger than those between suppressionand directionality
(Fig. 7).
The cells’ responsesto the two types of noise patterns are
essentiallythe same.This is demonstratedby plotting the cells’
responsesto the paired noise againstthat to the unpaired noise
patterns in Figure 10. The two responsesare highly correlated
and not significantly different from eachother. This observation
servesasan extra control for our results on the paired and the
unpaired moving dot patterns presentedin Figure 4. It indicates
that the better response(or weaker suppression)of MT cellsto
the unpaired dot patterns than to the paired onesis not due to
the positional effectsof pairing and unpairing of dots. The motion of the dots is essential.

Average MT responses to d$erent stimuli
paired noise response
NIP =
preferred response
NI,, =

unpaired noise response
preferred response

The background rate was again subtracted before calculation.
A large index indicates a strong noise response.We plotted the
noise index against the suppressionindex for both the paired
and the unpaired cases.The results, shown in Figure 9, agree
with our prediction quite well. There is a strong and negative
correlation (Spearmanrank correlation p = -0.75, p = 0.0001)
between a cell’s responseto the paired noise pattern and the
degreeof directional suppressionmeasuredwith the paired dot
pattern (Fig. 9~). The correlation is weaker but still highly significant (Spearmanrank correlation p = -0.52, p = 0.0001) for
the unpaired case(Fig. 9b). The main difference betweenFigure
9, a and b, is that points in the latter figure are more spreadout
for the lesssuppressiveindexes. Again, the correlation is stron-

We have shown that a good fraction of MT cells responded
significantly stronger to the unpaired dot patterns than to the
paired dot patterns. These cells could form the physiological
basisof the perceptual difference of these patterns. A hidden
assumption here is that the brain could selectively “listen” to
this subpopulation of cells in MT. We wondered if one could
still tell the two types of patterns apart based on the average
activity of all MT cells. We calculated the averageresponsesof
all recorded MT cells to five different types of stimuli: single
setsof dots moving in the preferred and the antipreferred directions, the paired and the unpaired dot patterns with one set
of dots in the preferred and the other antipreferred directions,
and the unpaired noisepattern. We did not include the responses
to the paired noisepattern sincethey are similar to the unpaired
noise pattern (seeFig. 10). The background firing rates of all
cells are subtracted before calculation. The responsesof cellsto
different stimuli are first normalized by their preferred direction
responses before averaging.

The results are shown in Figure 1 la.
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Figure 1 I. The average responses of MT cells to different stimuli. The average was taken over all recorded MT cells (a), MT cells that responded
better to the unpaired dot patterns than to the paired dot patterns (b), MT cells that responded equally well to the two types of patterns (c), and
MT cells that responded better to the paired dot patterns than to the unpaired dot patterns (d). The error bars represent SEs.

The error bars representSEs. It is clear from this figure that on
the average,MT cellsare suppressedby 45% from the preferred
direction responsewhen the unpaired moving dot patterns are
used. The average suppressionfor the paired moving dot patterns, on the other hand, is about 60%. The difference between
the two types of patterns is statistically significant (two-tailed
paired t test p = 0.0002, Wilcoxon signed-ranktest p = 0.000 1).
This indicates that MT cells as a population could still distinguish the two types of displays with different perceptual transparency. Furthermore, the average responseto the paired dot
patterns is not significantly different from the average noise
response(two-tailed paired t test p = 0.086, Wilcoxon signedrank test p = 0.083). This is also reflected in the responsesof
many individual cells(Fig. 8 givesan example).The result agrees
with the perceptual phenomenon that the paired dot patterns
look rather like the noise pattern even though physically they
are generatedin quite different ways.
We also calculated the average responsesof the cells in the
three different categoriesseparately.They contain the cellswhose
responsesto the unpaired dot patterns are significantly stronger
than, not significantly different from, and significantly weaker

than that to the paired dot patterns, respectively. The results
are shown in Figure 1l&f. These figures reveal several other
interesting differencesamong the cells in the three categories.
First, the cellsthat respondedbetter to the transparent patterns
than to the nontransparentonesare mostdirectional while those
with the oppositebehavior are leastdirectional amongthe three
groups. This is indicated by the normalized average responses
to the antipreferred motion (alsocompare the directionality of
the cells in Figs. l-3). Second, the cells that respond better to
the paired than the unpaired dot patterns generatethe largest
averagenoiseresponse.Theseresultstogether indicate that the
cellsthat respondbetter to the nontransparent patterns than to
the transparent ones are lessselective to motion. Finally, for
the cellsthat respondedequally well to the two types of patterns,
the average responseto the unpaired dot patterns, as well as
that to the paired dot patterns, is not significantly different from
the average noise responses.This result is also reflected in the
responsesof many individual cells(seeFig. 12 for an example).
If we assumethat the noiseresponselevel is the baselinewhere
paired or unpaired dot responsecan be suppressedto, the result
provides a possibleexplanation for the fact that thesecell cannot
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Figure 12. Noiseresponse
of an MT cell.a, Responses
to singlesetsof randomdotsmovingin its preferredandthe antipreferreddirections.b,

Responses
to the pairedand the unpaireddot patternswith one set of dots moving in the preferreddirectionand the other the antipreferred
direction.c, Responses
to the pairedandthe unpairednoisepatterns.Onesmallvertical division represents
11.5spikes/set.

distinguishthe two types of displays: the suppressionis already
maximum for the unpaired dot patterns, and there is perhaps
no room left for further suppressionwhen the paired dot patterns
are used.
VI responses

We also recorded from Vl cells using the sameset of stimuli.
The purpose of this study is to find out which area better correlates with the perceptual differences of the stimuli. We recorded a total of 110 Vl cells. Among them, 36 cells were
directionally selective. The responsesof a representative directionally selective Vl cell to the paired and the unpaired dot
patterns are shown in Figure 13, together with its preferred and
the antipreferred responses.The cell’s responsesto the paired
and the unpaired dot patterns are somewhat smaller than its
preferred direction response,indicating a weak suppressionbetween the preferred and the antipreferred directions. The responsesto the paired and the unpaired dot patterns are not
significantly different from each other. This is the typical situation for most Vl cells we recorded.
As in our MT analysis, we computed for eachdirectional Vl
cell the suppressionindices for the paired and the unpaired dot
patterns. Non-direction-selective cells were not included in the
analysis. Similar to Figure 4, we plot in Figure 14 for each Vl
cell the paired suppressionindex againstthe unpaired suppression index. This figure showsthat the majority of the directional
Vl cells showed some suppressionbetween the preferred and
the antipreferred directions, although it is much weaker than
that found in MT. There are more cellsbelow the diagonal line
than above it but the bias is much smaller in comparison with
MT (seeFig. 4). To examine the behavior of individual cells,
we performed the two-tailed t test for eachcell to seeif its mean
responsesto the transparent and the nontransparent patterns
are significantly different from each other. The cells that did
show significant difference are shown as solid dots in Figure 14
and the rest asopen dots. Seventy-five percent (27 of 36) of the
directional V 1cellscould not tell the two types of patterns apart.
Only 17% (6 of 36) respondedsignificantly stronger to the unpaired dot patternsthan to the paired ones.This fraction is 40%

for MT cells. Finally, 8% (3 of 36) of cellsshowedthe opposite
behavior.
The difference in the degreesof the directional suppression
between Vl and MT is correlated with the difference in their
directionality. To seethis, we have plotted in Figure 15 the
paired suppressionindex againstthe direction index for V 1 cells.
By comparing this figure with the similar one for MT cells(Fig.
7) we seethat the two distributions form a continuum and that
very directional Vl cellsare not different from typical MT cells.
We conclude that the difference between Vl and MT is only
quantitative. Like MT cells,there is alsoa significant correlation
between the paired suppressionindex and the directional index
(Spearmanrank correlation p = 0.34,~ = 0.045). The correlation
isstrongerwhen the unpairedsuppressionindex is plotted against
the directional index (Spearmanrank correlation p = 0.6 1, p =
0.0003). A previous study from our laboratory failed to find
suchcorrelation (Snowdenet al., 1991) although the trend was
present for cells with high directional indexes. This difference
is probably causedby the fact that the directional indexes were
higher overall for the Vl population in the present study.
We also recorded noise responsesof Vl cells. In Figure 16,

Vl Cell
a

b-

antipreferred

preferred

paired

unpaired

A Vl cell with equalresponses
to the pairedandthe unpaireddot pattern.SeeFigure1 for details.Onesmallvertical division
represents
7.3 spikes/set.
Figure 13.
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of patternsbasedon a two-tailedt test areshownassolidcircles.The
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a and b are the plots of the noise index againstthe suppression
index for the paired and the unpaired cases,respectively. The
two indices appear to be negatively correlated, but, unlike MT
cells, the correlations are not significant (Spearman rank correlation p = 0.29, p = 0.089 for the paired case,and p = 0.3 1,
p = 0.066 for the unpaired case).The average noise response
of Vl cells is about 63% of the preferred direction response,
much higher than the MT noiseresponse,which is only 37% of
the preferred response.SinceVl cellshave much weaker directional suppression,this result is consistent with our proposal
that one of the functions of directional suppressionis noise
reduction in motion processing.
The averageresponsesof all directional V 1 cells we recorded
to different types of stimuli are shown in Figure 17. Unlike for
MT cells (seeFig. 1la), the average VI responseto the paired
dot patterns is not significantly different from that to the unpaired dot patterns (two-tailed paired t test p = 0.08 1, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test p = 0.19). This meansthat an observer could
not reliably tell the two types of displays apart by “listening”
to the overall responsesof all directional VI cells.Another clear
difference between Vl and MT is that the averageresponsesof
directional Vl cellsto the paired and the unpaired dot patterns
as well as to the noisepatterns, expressedaspercentagesof the
preferred direction responses,are all higher than those of MT
cells. All theseobservationsare consistentwith the fact that the
amount of suppressionbetween the preferred and the antipreferred directions is much weaker in Vl .
Issuesrelated to spatial scaledlflerence between VI and MT
In our V 1 and MT experiments reported above, we did not first
searchfor the optimal stimulusparameters(suchasdisplay size,
dot density, and speed,etc.) for eachisolatedcell and then record

under theseparameters.We think that this approach isjustified
becausehere we are not interested in optimal tuning properties
of the cells. Instead, our goal was to find out how a population
of Vl or MT cells respondsto two fixed types of stimuli, one
of which is perceptually transparent and the other nontransparent. This approachallows usto study neural population cod-.
ing of a well-defined perceptual attribute. In fact, the degreeof
perceptualtransparencyof a stimulusdependson its parameters.
Had we changedthe stimulus parametersmarkedly from cell
to cell, the results would be more difficult to interpret.
However, Vl and MT cells are known to differ in a major
way: the receptive field sizes of the former are much smaller
than those of the latter. When responsiveproperties of the cells
in the two areasare being compared, it does not seemfair to
usestimuli of the samesize and dot density. If we try to rectify
the problem by simply scaling these parameters according to
the receptive field sizes of the cells, then the stimuli used for
Vl and MT will differ systematically in their degreesof perceptual transparency. This again will make the comparisonbetween the two visual areasdifficult.
The scaledifference betweenV 1 and MT receptive fieldsturns
out not to be a major issuefor the presentstudy becauseprevious
work from our laboratory indicates that responsesof Vl cells
are not very sensitive to dot density and stimulus size in the
range used in the present experiments (Snowden et al., 1991).
Dot densitiesfrom 0.45 to 28.8 dots/degree2were usedin each
surface(a 64-fold changein density) with no systematicchange
in suppression.In further experiments, 24 Vl cells were tested
with two types of transparent stimuli, one containing 64 dots
per surface and the other 32 dots per surface. No systematic
difference was seenwith the two densities.Similar resultswere
found for 15 MT neuronstested in the samemanner. Thus, dot
density, varied in the range used in the present experiments,
doesnot systematically effect the suppressionindex of Vl cells.
We also used different-diameter stimuli in Vl and found no
significant influence of stimulus size on suppressionindex
(Snowden et al., 1991). Therefore, the fact that the standard
stimuli usedin this study were confined in the classicalreceptive
fields of MT cellsbut were much larger than the receptive fields
of Vl cells (seeMaterial and Methods) is unlikely to affect our
results.
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more uniformly distributed than would otherwise be the caseif
they were not repeatedly replotted.
Note that in the above control experiment we did not scale
the stimulus size and dot density based on the actual scale
differencesbetweenthe V 1 and MT cellswe sampled.Since the
receptive field area of MT cells we recorded wasmore than 100
times larger than the Vl cells, a proportionate scalingdown of
the stimulus area would generatepaired and unpaired dot patterns that are so densethat both will appear nontransparent.
These two types of patterns would certainly generateno differencesin the responsesof Vl cells. The result, however, would
add nothing to the issueof whether VI could distinguishtransparent and nontransparent motions becauseat this high density
there is little perceptual difference between the patterns. We
therefore did not perform such an experiment.

1

(unpaired)

Figure16. Noiseindex versussuppression
index for Vl cells.a, The
pairedcase.b, The unpairedcase.

We neverthelessdid a control experiment in the presentstudy
in order to readdressthis issueusing paired and unpaired dot
patterns. We recorded from Vl cellsusing a set of stimuli with
radius equal to 1S” while keepingall the other parametersidentical to the standardset of stimuli. The stimulusarea wastherefore four times smaller and the dot density four times higher
than the standard case.For 23 Vl cellsrecorded this way, seven
were found to be directionally selective. Among the sevencells,
five showed no significant differencesbetween their responses
to the paired and the unpaired dot patterns, one responded
significantly better to the paired than to the unpaired dot pattern
and the remaining one cell showedthe oppositebehavior. These
results are consistent with the data shown in Figure 14 under
the standard condition. We believe part of the reasonfor the
lack of dot density dependenceis that all dots in our stimuli
had limited lifetime. Each dot was replotted more than eight
timesto new randomly chosenlocations during the 1 set display
period (seeMaterials and Methods). The dots were thus much

MST responsesto the paired and the unpaired dot patterns
During the courseof recording from MT, we alsorecordedseven
cellsfrom area MST. They were consideredasMST cellsbased
on their relative positions to MT cells we recorded (a few millimeters more anterior), their largereceptive fieldsthat included
the fovea and the ipsilateral visual space,and their positionally
invariant spiral tuning (Graziano et al., 1993). Similar to Figures
4 and 14, we plot the cells’ suppressionindices for the paired
and the unpaired dot patterns against each other in Figure 18.
Interestingly, all sevencellsfall below the diagonal line. Five of
them respondedsignificantly stronger to the unpaired dot patterns than to the paired ones.Although sevencells is too small
a population to draw a conclusion from, this, together with our
VI and MT results,doessuggestthat along the motion pathway,
there is a progressive increaseof the proportion of cells that
could distinguish the transparent patterns from the nontransparent ones.

Discussion
We have beeninvestigating the problem of motion transparency
in our laboratory usinga combination of psychophysical, physiological, and computational approaches. As reported in the
preceding companion article, our psychophysical experiments
with the paired dot patterns demonstrate that when a display
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contains two opposing motion vectors in every location (and
thus is locally well balanced)it actually looks like flicker instead
of two transparent moving surfaces(Qian et al., 1994a).Transparency occurs only when there are locally unbalancedmotion
signalsin different directions, as in the unpaired dot patterns.
Our computational studies,reported in the following companion article, indicate that theseobservations can be explained by
proposingan opponent or suppressionstagein the motion pathway, at which motion signalsfrom different directions locally
inhibit each other (Qian et al., 1994b). Such an opponent stage
could tell transparentand nontransparentdisplaysapart by measuring the locally unbalanced motion signalsin thesedisplays.
In this article we showedthat the behavior of MT cells is consistentwith the opponent stagewe predicted. More specifically,
we found that MT cellsshowstrongsuppressionamongdifferent
directions of motion, and that the suppressionis significantly
stronger for the paired dot patterns than for the unpaired ones.
The responsesto the paired dot patterns are in fact not significantly different from the responsesto flicker noise patterns.
These results correlate well with our perception that the unpaired dot patternsare perceptually transparent while the paired
ones look more like flicker. They provide evidence that MT
could be the cortical locus for the perception of transparency.
Similar proposalhasbeen madeby Stoner and Albright (1991).
We also recorded from Vl cells usingthe sameset of stimuli.
We found that like MT cells, directional Vl cells also show
suppressionbetween their preferred and the antipreferred directions of motion. The degreeof suppression,however, is much
weaker. The proportion of directional Vl cells that responded
differently to the paired and the unpaired dot patterns is also
much smaller. This is consistent with the assumption that di-

rectional suppressionis the mechanismfor distinguishingtransparent and nontransparent displays. Unlike MT cells, the averageresponsesof all directional V 1 cells to the paired and the
unpaired dot patterns are not significantly different from each
other. We conclude that MT activity correlatesbetter with our
perception of motion transparency than Vl does. Of course, a
correlation between neural activity in MT and transparent motion perception does not establish a causal relationship. It remains possible that MT cells merely reflect directional suppressionoriginated in a different area.Further researchisrequired
to resolve this issue. In addition, since we did find a small
fraction of Vl cells that showed strong suppressionand responded significantly better to the unpaired dot patterns than
to the paired ones,we cannot completely rule out the possibility
that V 1 may also contribute to transparent motion perception.
Although the fraction of directional Vl cells that could tell the
two types of patterns apart is much smaller than MT, the absolute number could be greater since Vl is bigger than MT by
a factor of 20. An implicit assumptionbehind this possibility,
however, is that the brain could somehowselectively listen to
a very small fraction of “privileged” Vl cells while ignoring the
overwhelming activities from the rest. If, instead, the brain had
to use the average activities of all cells in an area (or a small
region within an area), then, basedon Figure 17, V 1 could not
be the physiological basisof transparent motion perception.
In the paired dot patterns, there are always precisely two
motion vectors in a small area of about 0.4” (the maximum
separationbetweenthe two dots in eachpair). The fact that the
average responseof MT cells to the paired dot patterns is not
significantly different from the average responseto the flicker
noisepatterns suggests
that MT could not detect more than one
motion, in the absenceof other cues(seebelow). On the other
hand, the averageMT responseto the unpaired dot patterns is
significantly above the level of the noise response.Since the
physical difference between the paired and the unpaired dot
patterns occursat the scaleof about 0.4”, thesedisplayscan only
be distinguishedwith units of similar sizes.The receptive fields
of the MT cells we recorded were relatively large (6-lo”), and
they contained the whole paired or unpaired patterns within
them. For MT cells to be able to distinguish the paired and the
unpaired dot patterns, we have to assumethat the receptive field
of an MT cell is composedof many smallsubunitsof size about
0.4”, and that directional suppressionis performed within each
subunit. If we further assumethat the responseof an MT cell
is determined by the sum of the thresholded outputs of all its
subunits, the cell will then respond to the two types of dot
patterns differently (seeFig. 8 of the preceding companion article, Qian et al., 1994a).
Since the suppressionamong different directions of motion
is strong in MT, we speculatedon its possiblefunctions. One
obvious possibility is that it enhancesthe directionality of the
cells. This view is supported by our finding that the degreesof
suppressionof both MT and Vl cells are correlated with their
directionality, and that MT cellsshow strongersuppressionand
at the same time higher degreesof directionality. From the
computational point of view, however, the high directionality
can be achieved without introducing explicit suppressionamong
units tuned to different directions of motion. In fact, a linear
receptive field (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Watson and Ahumada, 1985) followed by a threshold or squaring nonlinearity
can produce units with directional indices near 1. The presence
of strong suppressionin MT is particularly puzzling sinceit has
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the seemingly undesirable effect of preventing the visual system
from representing more than one motion at a given spatial location. We therefore looked for other explanations. Our recordings with the noise patterns suggest an important alternative. The striking correlation between the noise response and
the degree of suppression shown in Figure 9 suggests that a major
function of directional suppression could be noise reduction in
the motion pathway. As we mention before, there is strong
spatially and temporally uncorrelated noise in the natural environment. It thus appears important for the motion system to
distinguish true motion signals from the spatiotemporal energies
generated by noisy components in the stimuli.
It should be pointed out that the term “noise response” used
in our study should not be identified with the intrinsic noise
within the nervous system. The former is defined as the response
of a cell to an external flicker stimulus (considered as noise input
to the motion system) while the latter is characterized by the
variance of a cell’s response (to any stimulus) over repeated
trials or the variance of the interspike interval of a response. In
fact, while we report here that the noise response of MT cells
is much smaller than that of VI cells, the variabilities of VI
and MT responses have been found to be similar (Snowden et
al., 1992; Softky and Koch, 1993). We suggested that the weaker
noise response in MT is due to the stronger suppression in that
area. The equal variability of Vl and MT activities indicates
that the strong suppression in MT does not help to reduce the
intrinsic noise within the system. This is expected if the intrinsic
noises from different Vl cells projecting to an MT cell are not
strongly correlated.
Our recordings with flicker noise patterns also prompt us to
ask what portion of a cell’s response to a moving pattern is truly
involved in coding motion. The standard answer is all of the
response except the amount equal to the background firing rate
recorded with a blank screen. According to this view, one would
conclude, based on Figure 1 la, that on the average, MT cells
detect significant amount of motion signals in the paired dot
patterns, since the cells’ average paired response is significantly
above the background rate, which is set to 0% in that figure.
We think this interpretation is incorrect because the difference
between a moving pattern and a blank screen is not just motion.
The mere presence of something in one case but not in the other
must account for a significant part of the difference in the responses. The best control display for determining the motionindependent part of a response to a moving pattern should be
the one that is identical in all aspects to the moving pattern but
lacking the coherent motion. From the point of view of motion
energy models (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Watson and Ahumada, 1985) the control display should contain equal amount
of spatial and (separately) temporal frequency contents as the
moving pattern, but without the spatiotemporal structure in the
moving pattern. The flicker noise patterns we generated as controls for the paired and the unpaired dot patterns satisfy this
criterion. We therefore compared the average paired dot response with the average noise response in Figure 11a. Since the
two responses are not significantly different from each other, we
concluded that the average MT activity does not carry motion
information for the paired dot patterns.
Fifty percent of the MT cells we recorded from showed no
significant difference in their responses to the paired and the
unpaired dot patterns. These cells displayed particularly strong
suppression between opposite directions of motion, in comparison with the preferred direction responses. In fact, the responses
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of these cells to the paired and the unpaired dot patterns were
suppressed so much that they both were not significantly different from the responses to the flicker noise patterns. This result
suggests why the suppressive mechanism did not help these cells
to distinguish the two types of patterns: their responses to the
unpaired dot patterns were already maximally suppressed to the
noise level and there is no room left when we try to increase
the suppression further by using the paired dot patterns.
Although only 40% of our MT cells responded significantly
better to the transparent patterns than to the nontransparent
ones, the difference they created was strong enough to generate
a significant difference in the overall responses to the two types
of patterns, averaged over all MT cells we recorded, as shown
in Figure 1 la. Through comparison with the average noise response, Figure 1 la also indicates that on the average, 37% of
an MT cell’s response to a single set of dots moving in its
preferred direction is unrelated to motion, while the remaining
63% carries motion information. For the unpaired dot patterns,
the strength of the motion signal (the part above the flicker noise
level) is still significant but reduced to 29% of the preferred
response carrying the motion signal, due to the suppression
between opposite directions of motion. Transparent motion
should therefore be much harder to detect than single motion.
This conclusion is supported by the psychophysical observations that the upper displacement limit is smaller under the
transparent condition (Snowden, 1989). Finally, when the paired
dot patterns were used to maximize the inhibition between opposite directions of motion, the response was suppressed so
much that it is no longer significantly different from noise response. This result is consistent with the observation that the
paired dot patterns do not appear to contain coherent motion.
In fact, they look rather like flicker noise even though physically,
the paired dot patterns are quite different from the flicker patterns.
We show in this article that when the pairing process is applied
to a transparent random dot display, the resulting paired dot
pattern generates an increased suppression in MT between opposite directions of motion. We argued that this is the case
because motion signals in opposite directions in a paired dot
pattern are better balanced locally and are thus more likely to
cancel each other within the subunits of MT receptive fields.
This explanation predicts that if the degree of balance between
opposite directions of motion in a transparent random dot pattern is decreased, the strength of motion suppression should also
decrease. This is indeed what we observed in a previous study
from our laboratory (Snowden et al., 1991; see also Britten and
Newsome, 1990). In that study, displays were divided into either
two or six adjacent but nonoverlapping bands. Dots in every
other band moved in one direction and those in the remaining
half of the bands moved in the opposite direction. Individual
MT cells were recorded using these less balanced patterns as
well as the overlapping transparent patterns. The results (see
Fig. 9 of Snowden et al., 1991) indicate that the suppression
under the less balanced condition is indeed weaker than under
the overlapping condition (there are more dots below the diagonal lines in that figure).
We discussed above that directional suppression helps to reduce noise in the visual system, and that at the same time, it
makes it impossible to represent more than one motion vector
in a small area. There is thus a conflict between noise reduction
and multiple motion representation. The only way to represent
multiple motion vectors in the absence of any other cues is to
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have spatially unbalanced motion signals in a display, such as
the unpaired dot patterns. Fortunately, there are other cues
present in the real world that helps to minimize the conflict.
For example, different objects in the natural environment tend
to exist at different depths and therefore generate different stereo
disparities. Our psychophysical experiments and computer simulations have demonstrated that disparity cue can indeed help
the visual system to represent two motion vectors at one location
(Qian et al., 1994a, b): the paired dot patterns with a certain
amount of binocular disparity introduced between the two dots
in each pair is perceptually transparent. We predict, based on
this observation and the results reported in this article, that the
directional suppression in MT is strongest when the two different
directions of motion are at the same disparity plane, and decreases as the disparity difference between the two motions increases. We are currently testing this hypothesis through singleunit recordings from MT.
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